
Recommended products 
         
                          coral fleece blanket                                                 Thick Flannel Blanket

                                                       

                           Print Flannel Blanket                                                 Soft Flannel Blanket

                                                           

Detailed information 

 Product name  soft coral fleece blanket
 Material  100%ployester

 Size  220*240cm; 200*240cm, 160*220cm. 150*200CM, 140*190CM， or as your request

 Weight  1ply 200x240cm; 3kg to 5.5kg 2Ply 4.5kg to 10kg. Warp knitting density from 430GSM to 900GSM; Weft knittingdensity from 260GSM to 900GSM

 Color  As customer's requests
 Logo  Embroidery, printing or jacquard

 feature  Soft & plush, soft touch, durable, absorbency, antistatic, AZO-free, color fastness

 Style  Reactive printing

 Inner packing  1pc/polybag,carton size:40*43*50 cm; GW/NW:16/15kg;Also according to customer's requests

 Outer packing  Carton,bales packing
 MOQ  2,000pcs

This soft coral fleece blanket is beautifully designed. 
The coral fleece blanket will keep you cozy and comfortable during those biting cold nights.

Made from 100%polyester, the blanket has a long life, meanwhile 100%polyester makes this printed coral fleece blanket softer and warmer.

The printed coral fleece blanket feels extremely soft to touch, so you can huddle up inside this super soft coral fleece blanket whenever you feel cold.

Maintaining this printed coral fleece blanket is an easy task as this super soft coral fleece blanket is machine washable.

You can take one of our soft coral fleece blanket as a gift for your parents, yourselves, friends, colleagues, clients,etc.

We offer all kings of blanket, if you‘re interested in our towels, please feel free to contact us.

If you don't like our designs, you can send us your samples with all the details such as the composition, the specification, the quality and some other information. When we receive your feedback or your sample, we will check whether we can make it or not, then we will reply you in 24 hours.

We can provide our sample for your evaluation, but at the beginning you should cover the freight cost.

If you feel good and approve our products, please tell us the quantity you are going to order, the color, the package etc. We will give you a quotation and the lead time.

We produce material by ourselves, which makes more competitive price and faster delivery.

Remember to look at our other high quality coral blankets.Thank you!^^

Click here!! More information about our company profile!!
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